ALAM KHORSHED TRIBUTE TO MARY FRANCES DUNHAM
[Oct 12, 2021 https://www.facebook.com/alam.khorshed.94/posts/10159208313657295]
Bangladesh has lost one of its best friends. Mary Frances Dunham,
who was born in 1932, in a French village,1* on the very day of
Bangladesh's Independence Day, died in her second homeland New
York, the day before yesterday. She spent seven long years, from
1960 to 1967, in Dhaka of pre-independence Bangladesh, with her
partner, architect Daniel Dunham. Daniel was engaged in initiating
and teaching in the Department of Architecture at the then University
of Engineering. He was also working as one of the architects of the
Kamalapur railway station under construction.
And Mary was busy studying Bengali language, culture, society and
history. So much so that, within a short period, she, along with a
couple of other foreigner women, published the first guidebook on
Dhaka, 'Living in Dhaka'. She did not stop there. Attracted by the
beauty and strength of the rural music, drama and culture of
Bangladesh, she received higher education in music and
anthropology.2* She went on to write a great research book Jarigan: Muslim Epic Songs of Bangladesh, published by UPL, a well
established publishing house of Bangladesh. She was also well
versed in Indian classical music. She wrote3* another book on music,
Ravi Shankar: Learning Indian Music, A Systematic Approach, with
an instructional cassette attached.
She was also closely associated with Ahmad Sofa and Salimullah
Khan, two renowned writers of Bangladesh. She, Ahmad Sofa and
Salimullah Khan together translated Ahmad Sofa’s unique book
'Pushpa Vriksha and Bihanga Purana' into English. Coincidentally,
the manuscript somehow reached me a few years ago, through her
accomplished daughter Katherine Dunham. I took the initiative to
publish it as a series in the weekly literary magazine with the help of
Rifat Munim, the literary editor and meritorious translator of Dhaka
Tribune. After the publication of a few installments, unfortunately its
publication was stopped due to the aggression of Corona. I hope
Rifat Munim will take the initiative to republish it in homage to the
memory of this majestic woman.
It is worth mentioning here that Mary Frances had a large collection
of her correspondence with Ahmed Sofa and many other related
documents. Friends will be happy to know that with a lot of effort,
thanks to the dedicated cooperation of her gifted daughter, we were
finally able to bring them to Bangladesh two weeks ago. These
valuable documents are currently in the custody of Salimullah Khan
at his place of work, the University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh.

*Corrections:
1. She was born in Summit New Jersey but spend
her early childhood in France
2. She received an MA from Columbia in Indic
Studies
3. She worked closely with and edited Ravi
Shankar’s book: Learning Indian Music

Mary Frances did another important job in her spare time. That is
writing a five volume invaluable memoir about her days in Dhaka Some Weep, Some Laugh: Memoirs of an American Family in Dhaka
1960 - 1967. Her dutiful daughter has also been working very hard to
preserve and promote it through their family website. I think,
considering the value of the book, some organization or publishing
house from Bangladesh itself should come forward to immediately
publish and even to translate this book full of historical
documentation.
We can only try and repay the immense debts to this genuine friend
of Bangladesh and a great woman, through our work. Mary Frances
Dunham, we humbly salute you!
English translation courtesy of Google Translate and Samia Zaman

